Enriching farmers since 2005
Agronomy Sales: Part-time or full-time
Locations: Every county in the United States.
BioWash represents advanced technology that dramatically, yet economically enhances yields and profits.
New technology always requires education to alert the target markets of its benefits. BioWash is no exception.
We are seeking credible representatives to educate growers of its benefits.
Proven Fact: Investing as little as $5 per acre can return as much as $50+. Documented yield increases range from 10%
to 200%.
These solutions enhance most existing agronomy programs. You can add BioWash solutions to your present inventory
as a non-competitive, non-conflicting benefit for your clients and receive generous lifetime commissions.
Target Markets: Farms, gardens, groves, dairies, nurseries, and ranches, plus retail farm supply and garden shops in the
United States.
Company Philosophy: Food is essential to life. Food producers are essential to life. Producers deserve wealth.
BioWash can help provide that wealth.
Present four basic formulations:
1. Fertilizer Booster – Add to liquid or dry fertilizers: Expectations of 20% to 40% increases in yields.
2. BioWash 25 – Simple application. Dilute and apply foliar. 10% to 70% yield increases. Additional
benefits: Improves germination and protects against drought, freeze and frost for flowers, fruit and
produce.
3. BioWash Soil Amendment – Dilute and apply to the soil. May return acidic and/or contaminated soil to
fertility overnight.
4. Purely Green Bio-Pesticide – EPA exempt, broad-spectrum crop protection for as little as $3 per acre.
Clinically documented as “harmless to people and animals” and “pesticide residue-free.”
Income Expectations: Due to the exceptional affordability and dramatic documented benefits of these solutions, sales
are relatively easy for qualified sales personnel. You receive a lifetime of 20% of all eligible net product sales (freight
excluded) to all of your accounts. (Single quarts and gallons are not commissionable.)
Qualifications: Independent, self-starting sales oriented person with the willingness to learn new technology and the
ability to communicate with farmers and retailers. Should be knowledgeable of agricultural production; enjoy credibility
within the agricultural community and demonstrated previous sales success. Must be able to perform without
supervision.
These solutions are not fertilizers, so they can be added to and enhance existing agronomy programs without conflict.
As an independent business person, you work on your own initiative and schedule, paying your own state and federal
taxes, etc.
For details, contact Dr. Tidwell, 239-283-1222. Email: ted.tidwell@1stenvirosafety.com

